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Foreword

A huge opportunity is within Australia’s grasp. Energy
eﬃciency can deliver a stronger and more dynamic
economy, cheaper energy bills, healthier buildings and
a cleaner environment.
Smarter energy use will also foster an innovative,
high-tech export industry that can tap into the $470
billion global market for energy eﬃcient products and
services.

has gained signiﬁcant momentum in Australia in the
last year. The Australian Government has set a target
to improve energy productivity by 40 per cent by 2030,
and the COAG Energy Council signed a new ‘National
Energy Productivity Plan’ in 2015. 1

The cheapest and cleanest way to deliver comfortable
homes and a productive economy is to balance
investment in energy supply with energy demand
reduction through smart energy use.

However, on our current trajectory we will fail to meet
this target. We need serious reforms to unlock the
full beneﬁts of energy eﬃciency. This Handbook aims
to kick-start a discussion about the actions necessary
to meet Australia’s energy productivity target. It pulls
together the collective knowledge of energy eﬃciency
experts, and sets out a suite of evidence-based
recommendations.

And yet, the public debate around energy in Australia
has almost entirely focussed on ‘supply-side’
technologies like solar PV and energy storage. Much
less attention has been paid to the ‘demand-side’ of
the market, despite smart energy use oﬀering the
fastest, cheapest way to cut energy bills and reduce
our environmental impact.

This ﬁrst edition is a ﬁrst step. The aim is to start
a genuine debate among businesses, academics,
governments and the broader community, and to
draw on their input to create second and subsequent
editions. In this way, we hope to build consensus on
what constitutes sensible, stable energy eﬃciency
policy in Australia.

Supply and demand are not separate stories – they
are two halves of the same story. Improving the way
that we use energy is essential to ensure that the shift
to new forms of generation is fast and aﬀordable. We
need politicians, business leaders and the community
to understand energy in an integrated way, using
reforms on both the supply and the demand-side to
meet our energy needs cheaply and cleanly.

We have also released a set of nine priority policies,
which we believe should be the focus of government
action in 2016-17. While we must start work
immediately, we will only deliver an aﬀordable, clean
energy system through long-term, stable policy.

The tide has started to turn. Energy eﬃciency has
become a major global issue over the past decade, and

Luke Menzel

Tony Arnel

CEO
Energy Eﬃciency Council

President
Energy Eﬃciency Council
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Energy productivity is the ratio of economic output per unit of energy. Australia’s energy productivity
target is measured in Gross Domestic Product per Petajoule of primary energy.
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Development of the second edition Handbook will
commence in 2017, and we invite you to register your
interest at www.eec.org.au/handbook to help shape
the next edition.

1. Executive summary and key recommendations
Overview
Improving Australia’s energy eﬃciency will:
•

Improve productivity and ensure that Australia is
globally competitive;

•

Lower energy bills and keep energy aﬀordable;

•

Help transform Australia’s energy system and lower
greenhouse emissions; and

•

Create jobs and investment, tapping into a global
market worth $470 billion a year.

The Australian Government has set a target to improve
Australia’s energy productivity by 40 per cent by
2030. To meet this target we will need a set of strong
reforms. The energy eﬃciency of our economy is the
result of interactions between markets for energy,
buildings, vehicles, plant and equipment, appliances
and services, which means that we need targeted
reforms in each of these areas.
These reforms will only be achieved by building
a consensus across the community that they are
necessary, and developing a long term, bipartisan
commitment to a set of sensible actions.
To this end, the Energy Eﬃciency Council (EEC) has
engaged with experts – both members of the EEC and
the broader sector – to develop the Australian Energy
Eﬃciency Policy Handbook. The Handbook sets out
cross-cutting policies, such as energy market reform,
and targeted policies for speciﬁc sectors, such as
residential buildings and transport.

The Handbook is based on expert views and evidence.
Where there is good evidence that a particular policy
approach will be eﬀective, the Handbook recommends
that policy. Where evidence is more limited, the
Handbook generally recommends further research or
small-scale trials.
This Handbook identiﬁes a comprehensive suite of
actions. These include:
•

Ensuring energy markets and energy eﬃciency
schemes encourage an economically eﬃcient
balance of investment in energy supply and
demand management;

•

Protecting consumers through energy eﬃciency
ratings and minimum standards for appliances,
buildings and vehicles;

•

Improving the energy eﬃciency of homes and
businesses and showing leadership by improving
the eﬃciency of government operations; and

•

Developing a globally competitive energy eﬃciency
industry.

A full list of the Handbook’s recommendations is
provided from pages 6–8.
If you would like to provide input and shape the
second edition of the Handbook please register at
www.eec.org.au/handbook.

About the
Energy Eﬃciency Council (EEC)
The EEC is Australia’s peak body for energy
eﬃciency, cogeneration and demand
management. The EEC is a not-for-proﬁt
membership association, which exists to
make sensible, cost eﬀective energy eﬃciency
measures standard practice across the
Australian economy.
We work on behalf of our members to
promote stable government policy, provide
clear information to energy users and drive
the quality of energy eﬃciency products and
services. Our members include governments,
experts and businesses that provide smart
energy products and services.

Australian Energy Eﬃciency Policy Handbook
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Cross-sectoral policy recommendations
•
•
•
Section 3
Energy market reform

•
•
•

Section 4
Energy retailer obligations and
energy eﬃciency funds

Section 5
Greenhouse gas reduction policies

•
•

Establish energy eﬃciency funds in every jurisdiction
Strengthen and extend energy retailer obligations (energy eﬃciency
schemes)

•

Ensure that Australia’s suite of climate change policies drive energy
eﬃciency
Align and integrate energy market and climate change policies

•
•
•

Section 6
Minimum standards and labels
for appliances and equipment

•
•

Section 7
Minimum standards for new
buildings and rebuilds

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Section 8
Distributed generation, waste
heat and district energy

•
•
•

Section 9
Developing a globally competitive
energy eﬃciency industry

6
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Implement fair and eﬃcient electricity tariﬀ structures
Improve the economic eﬃciency of electricity networks
Ensure that Network Service Providers (NSPs) invest in demand-side
measures to reduce expenditure
Establish independent oversight of NSPs’ interactions with consumers
and other parties
Provide eﬀective incentives for demand response
Trial new energy market structures in a number of regional towns

•
•
•

Streamline the approval process for new or amended standards
Ensure the coverage and design of standards is harmonised and
up-to-date
Properly resource the development and enforcement of Australia’s
Greenhouse and Energy Minimum Standards (GEMS)
Educate and incentivise appliance retailers to inform consumers
about ratings
Set a pathway to raise minimum energy eﬃciency standards over time
Tighten BASIX in NSW and move towards a nationally consistent
standards regime
Set higher standards for new buildings in speciﬁed ‘innovation zones’
Improve compliance with the National Construction Code (NCC)
Raise awareness about the beneﬁts of energy eﬃcient buildings
Reform the incentives and oversight of NSPs
Reform charges and payments for network connection, energy use
and export
Allow distributed generators to provide exclusive electricity retail
services
Ensure energy retailer obligations and emission-reduction programs
support non-renewable distributed energy
Set up a fund to support the ﬁrst 3,000 MW of district energy schemes
in Australia
Foster a regional market for energy eﬃciency services and products
Allocate at least $80 million over four years to training and certiﬁcation
of tradespeople and energy eﬃciency specialists
Review and expand support for energy eﬃciency innovation

•
Section 10
Finance for energy eﬃciency

•

Section 11
Governance

•
•

Retain the Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC) and investigate
expanding its role
Commission a report into third parties investing in energy management
on behalf of energy consumers

Establish a National Energy Eﬃciency and Productivity Agency
Increase key institutions’ capability and focus around energy eﬃciency

Australian Energy Eﬃciency Policy Handbook
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Sector-speciﬁc policy recommendations

Section 12
Households and vulnerable
consumers

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Establish programs to upgrade government facilities in all jurisdictions,
like the NSW Government Resource Eﬃciency Policy

•

Establish facilitation teams in local government peak bodies to help local
governments engage and manage the experts that can upgrade their
facilities

•

Establish requirements for procuring energy eﬃcient vehicles and
equipment in all jurisdictions

•

Implement a national plan to upgrade streetlights

•

Transform oﬃces by investing at least $10 million a year for ten years
through the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) to engage
building owners, provide incentives for building upgrades and develop
minimum standards for rental oﬃces

•

Carry out research to develop ‘Ten-year Action Plans’ for other key
building types, including retail and accommodation

•

Leverage government ownership and tenancy to improve building eﬃciency

•

Enhance energy eﬃciency rating and disclosure programs

•

Introduce a ‘modernising manufacturing’ program to link companies
to experts that can help them develop and implement multifactor
productivity upgrades

•

Introduce a National Energy Productivity Program for large energy users

•

Encourage the installation of sub-metering

•

Develop sectoral energy-saving targets

•

Develop a new National Energy Productivity Program for large energy users

•

Encourage the installation of sub-metering

•

Establish sector-speciﬁc Small to Medium Enterprise (SME) engagement
and upgrade programs

•

Develop fuel eﬃciency standards for light vehicles

•

Commit to purchasing a mix of eﬃcient and electric vehicles for
government ﬂeets in all jurisdictions

•

Commission a report on preparing Australia for the shift to electric
vehicles

•

Commission a report on the costs and beneﬁts of improved urban
planning and mode shift

Section 13
Government operations

Section 14
Commercial buildings

Section 15
Manufacturing

Section 16
Mining and resources

Section 17
Small to Medium Enterprises

Section 18
Transport
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Develop a national residential energy eﬃciency disclosure scheme
Introduce minimum standards for rental properties
Upgrade public and community housing
Expand and review partnership programs to support vulnerable
households
Research and trial programs to encourage energy eﬃcient building
renovations
Research and trial programs to improve the eﬃciency of multi-dwelling
buildings

Background

Australian Energy Eﬃciency Policy Handbook
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2. Background
Beneﬁts of energy eﬃciency
Raising energy eﬃciency will strengthen the economy and create jobs while helping address aﬀordability, wellbeing and
environmental issues.

Productivity and economic
growth
Improving energy eﬃciency by just one per
cent a year will grow Australia’s economy
by $26 billion by 2030.2 Smart energy use
drives economic growth by improving staﬀ
productivity and resource eﬃciency while
lowering energy costs. For example, improving
the eﬃciency of oﬃces delivers an increase in
staﬀ productivity that is worth much more than
the energy savings.

Jobs, investment and
innovation
The global market for smart energy products
and services is worth more than $470 billion
per annum and growing rapidly.3 If Australia
captured just one per cent of the global market
it would deliver $4.7 billion in income every year
and create thousands of jobs. California now
has more than 321,000 people employed in
energy eﬃciency, with employment growing six
per cent per annum in recent years.4

Lower energy bills
Energy bills will rise rapidly without real
eﬀorts to manage peak demand and improve
eﬃciency. Australia is at the beginning of
a new global wave of investment in energy
infrastructure. Smart energy use will reduce
both peak demand and the volume of
energy consumed, reducing energy bills and
infrastructure spend.

Cutting edge technologies
Consumers around the world are gaining
access to new technologies like electric cars,
smart appliances, advanced lighting and energy
management. Without key reforms, Australian
consumers will pay more for, or even miss out
on, innovations.

Major emission reductions
Energy eﬃciency is the fastest, cheapest way to
cut greenhouse gas emissions. Energy eﬃciency
can easily deliver half of Australia’s target to
reduce emissions by 26-28 per cent by 2030
and save money. Energy management is also
essential to accommodate higher penetrations
of renewable energy in the energy market.

Consumer protection and
health
Minimum standards and ratings for homes
and appliances protect consumers and ensure
that they get what they pay for. When builders
and manufacturers cut corners it can increase
households’ energy bills, reduce comfort and
even aﬀect their health. Building eﬃciency
can impact winter mortality rates, and more
than 2,600 deaths each year in Australia are
associated with cold weather.5,6

2

Climate Institute 2013 Boosting Australia’s Energy Productivity.
Estimates from the International Energy Agency and HSBC.
4 Advanced Energy Economy Institute 2016 Advanced Energy Jobs in California.
5 International Energy Agency 2014 Capturing the Multiple Beneﬁts of Energy Eﬃciency, IEA, Paris.
6 Gasparrini A. et al 2015 ‘Mortality risk attributable to high and low ambient temperature: a
multicountry observational study’, The Lancet, Vol 386, No. 1991, p367-375.
3
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What are energy eﬃciency and
demand management?
Energy eﬃciency means getting more services for less
energy. Demand management means changing energy
use from periods of high demand (or low supply) to
times when supply is plentiful, which allows reduced
expenditure in infrastructure (e.g. poles and wires) to
deliver the same service.
Homes and businesses don’t directly consume electricity
and gas – they use it for ‘energy services’, such as warm
showers, cool homes and computing. The cheapest
way for a home or business to meet its need for energy
services is through a combination of supply-side and
demand-side investment.
For example, the cheapest way to keep an oﬀ-grid
home cool in summer is a mix of investment in supply (a
generator) and demand-side measures (e.g. insulation
and an eﬃcient air conditioner). If the owner underinvests in insulation and air conditioner eﬃciency they
will need to invest much more in energy supply. It’s also
possible to over-invest in eﬃciency – it’s all about ﬁnding
the right balance.
Trying to achieve the right balance of investments
is more complex for the houses and generators
connected to a grid. However, the principle is the same
- we want the most cost-eﬀective mix of investment in
supply (generation and networks) and demand-side
measures (e.g. eﬃcient fridges and peak response
programs) to deliver the services people want.

Why do we need energy eﬃciency
policies?
The level of energy eﬃciency in Australia is the result
of overlapping markets for energy, products such
as fridges, and services such as building design.
Distortions in these markets can reduce energy
eﬃciency, such as:
•

•

•

•

12

Electricity tariﬀs that don’t reﬂect the real long-term
costs of supply (e.g. high ﬁxed charges) reduce the
incentive for energy eﬃciency.
The rules and regulations of the energy market
encourage investment in energy supply and
discourage investment in energy eﬃciency.
Landlords own buildings, but tenants pay electricity
bills. This can make it very challenging to upgrade
the eﬃciency of rented homes and oﬃces.
When consumers can’t compare the eﬃciency of

Energy Eﬃciency Council

•

buildings and appliances, they can’t select more
eﬃcient options and this reduces the incentive to
build better goods.
Most households and businesses lack the key skills
to build a business case, ﬁnd trusted experts and
improve their eﬃciency.

Problems in energy markets
The cheapest way to meet Australia’s energy needs is
to balance investment in energy supply with smarter
energy use.
Australia’s electricity markets aren’t delivering the right
balance of investment, and this contributed to energy
bills jumping more than 70 per cent in many parts
of the country between 2008 and 2013. Electricity
markets are not ‘natural’ markets – they are based
around monopoly networks that manage the poles
and wires. This means that the question is not whether
governments regulate energy markets, but how they
regulate them.
Governments gave network companies monopoly
powers to make decisions on behalf of consumers to
invest in supply-side infrastructure. This infrastructure
allows generators to sell energy cheaply to aggregated
consumers. However, very little eﬀort was made to
encourage networks to invest in reducing demand
when it was cheaper than expanding the network, and
governments didn’t set up a competitive market to
aggregate energy management services and deliver
balanced investment.
In other words, we established electricity systems that
enable consumers to access supply with virtually no
eﬀort and very little upfront cost, but if they want to
manage their energy use they must take the initiative,
ﬁnd experts and pay upfront capital costs themselves.
We’ve made it easy for consumers to access additional
energy supply and hard to manage their energy use.
In fact, even if consumers want networks to spend less
money on poles and wires, networks can still spend
more money and boost their income.
While these distortions happen around the world,
most countries have made serious eﬀorts to correct
them. However, much less action has been taken
in Australia, which meant that we wasted billions of
dollars on electricity infrastructure that we don’t need,
energy bills have increased dramatically, greenhouse
gas emissions are higher and many buildings are less
eﬃcient and comfortable than they should be.

The case for action on energy eﬃciency is strong and
urgent. On economic grounds alone, Australia needs to
rapidly reform its energy markets as developments in
technology, consumer preferences and global politics
are driving a new wave of investment in energy supply
and demand. If we get the balance of investment
wrong again, it will waste billions of dollars and reduce
Australia’s productivity.

Priotisation and market
development
The Energy Eﬃciency Council advocates focusing on
priority actions that will deliver multiple beneﬁts to
homes, communities and businesses. While there
are huge gains to be had from improving our energy
eﬃciency, it’s unrealistic to try and capture every single
opportunity. Priorities should be based not only on the
size of opportunities, by the beneﬁts of tapping into
those opportunities and the ease of accessing those
beneﬁts. For example, while commercial buildings
account for around 8 per cent of ﬁnal energy use in
Australia, energy savings in this sector are relatively
easy to access and deliver huge non-energy beneﬁts in
terms of increased staﬀ comfort and productivity.

It also makes sense to focus on developing markets
that link experts to homes and businesses to help
them save energy, rather than trying to make everyone
an expert in energy eﬃciency. While there are real
beneﬁts in giving everyone some basic knowledge,
economies of scale makes it much more cost-eﬀective
to use experts to help energy users.

Strong action is required
While Australian governments have recognised the
importance of improving our energy eﬃciency for
many years, key reforms still haven’t occurred.
Several national strategies for energy eﬃciency have
been developed, but many proposed actions haven’t
been implemented, and Australia’s rate of energy
eﬃciency improvement has continued to fall behind
other developed economies.
In December 2015 governments in Australia signed
up to the COAG Energy Council’s new ‘National Energy
Productivity Plan’ (NEPP). However, the NEPP will be
little more than a document unless governments show
leadership, invest in programs and regulate to correct
energy market distortions.
Action is needed to ensure that Australia meets its goal
to improve energy productivity in Australia by at least
40 per cent between 2015 and 2030.
The Energy Eﬃciency Council believes that government
intervention should be targeted and well-designed
in order to unlock the power of the market. While there
has been widespread support for action on
energy eﬃciency, there has been a mistaken view in
some quarters that energy eﬃciency policies are
‘interventions’ that distort existing markets, rather than
corrections of well-known market distortions.
The Australian Government’s Commercial Building
Disclosure (CBD) program is a good example of a
program that targets a clear problem; tenants can’t
select more eﬃcient oﬃces if they can’t compare the
eﬃciency of oﬃces. The CBD program corrects this by
requiring building owners to display energy eﬃciency
ratings when oﬃces are sold or leased. This has
delivered at least $72 million in energy and carbon
savings, and $168 million in improved oﬃce staﬀ
productivity.

Figure 1. Total ﬁnal energy consumption by industry.
Source: Department of Industry and Science (2015) Australian Energy Statistics, Table H.

Sometimes stronger regulations are necessary. For
example, builders and residential landlords have little
incentive to ensure that homes are eﬃcient.
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Minimum standards for construction have been in
place in Australia for many years, although they are not
well enforced and are weak by international standards.
However, we still don’t have good minimum standards
in place for rented homes, despite many rental
properties being unacceptably poor quality.
Ideally, governments should address problems directly,
but sometimes alternative approaches are necessary.
For example, while we ultimately need to ﬁx supplyside biases in our energy market, it’s essential to
have energy eﬃciency funds and energy eﬃciency
certiﬁcate schemes in place now because many market
distortions will take years to correct.
The Council is committed to evidence-based policy.
This Handbook identiﬁes which policies require further
research and trialling before they are scaled up, and
which policies are ready to go now. The Handbook
is accompanied by a ‘policy priorities’ pamphlet that
sets out nine critical actions that can and should be
undertaken immediately.
This pamphlet is updated annually, and can be
downloaded from www.eec.org.au/handbook.
Australia must take action on energy eﬃciency
to ensure that our homes are comfortable, our
workplaces are productive, our economy is competitive
and our energy market transforms in a way that
beneﬁts the community. We believe that a long-term,
bipartisan approach is essential.

14
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Cross-sectoral
Policies
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3. Energy market reform
The rules and regulations of Australia’s electricity
markets aﬀect both the level of investment in energy
eﬃciency and the beneﬁts that policies like appliance
standards deliver to consumers. The impacts of rules
and regulations include:
•

Electricity prices and tariﬀ structures. If the
majority of a consumer’s energy bill is based on
the amount of energy they use (a consumption or
demand charge) they have a strong incentive to
save energy. If the majority of their bill is a ﬁxed
charge, they have little incentive to save energy.
The incentive for energy users to reduce demand
during ‘peak demand’ periods. Reducing demand
in peak periods can save all consumers money
by avoiding the need to build extra supply
infrastructure.
The incentive that intermediaries have to help
consumers save energy (e.g. retailers, networks
and energy eﬃciency providers);
The cost and time for third parties to obtain
energy use data; and
The cost of connecting generators to the network,
and who gets to set this price (e.g. a Network
Service Company (NSP) or an independent party).

•

•

•
•

Australia’s electricity systems are not ‘natural
markets’. Networks (poles and wires) are run by
regional monopolies (NSPs) and, while there is some
competition in electricity generation and retail, those
markets are also highly regulated to protect both
consumers and grid stability. Governments built much
of Australia’s electricity infrastructure and, while some
parts of the system are now privatised, governments
still own large parts of the system (e.g. networks in
Queensland and Western Australia).
Australia has two large energy systems and a number
of smaller grids. The National Electricity Market (NEM)
covers most of Queensland, NSW, ACT, Victoria, SA
and Tasmania. Western Australia has a separate
system and, while the rules are diﬀerent, it suﬀers
many of the same problems as the NEM.
The NEM and Western Australian systems have
a number of biases that drive over-investment in
energy supply and under-investment in demand
management. In 2002 Warwick Parer, a former
Coalition Energy Minister, led a review of the NEM for
COAG, which concluded that:

7

COAG Energy Market Review 2002 Towards a Truly National and Eﬃcient Energy Market, Canberra.
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“…there is a relatively low demand-side involvement in
the NEM because:
•
The NEM systems are supply-side focussed
•
The demand-side cannot gain the full value of what
it brings to the market
•
Residential consumers do not face price signals.” 7
A range of other distortions in our electricity systems,
including supply-side biases, have been identiﬁed
in the Productivity Commission’s 2013 Inquiry into
Electricity Network Regulation and Senate Committee
inquiries in 2012 into ‘Electricity Prices’ and 2014
into ‘The Performance and Management of Network
Companies.’
These distortions contributed to recent increases in
electricity prices. Of particular note, between 2008
and 2013 NSPs spent over $35 billion on network
infrastructure, which contributed to electricity prices rising
by more than 70 per cent in many parts of the NEM.
These biases have still not been resolved, and
some have actually become worse. For example,
tariﬀ structures are critical to encourage the mix of
investments in generation, networks and demand
reduction that deliver aﬀordable energy. There
is a strong case for reforming electricity tariﬀs
to encourage consumers to reduce their use of
electricity at peak times. However, several NSPs have
used recent tariﬀ reviews to introduce tariﬀ structures
with much higher ﬁxed components. These high ﬁxed
charges increase NSPs’ revenue certainty, but do not
reﬂect the genuine long-run costs of infrastructure
and discourage economically eﬃcient levels of
investment in demand reduction.
The rapid global transformation in the energy sector
has added further pressure for energy market
reforms. Changes in consumer preferences and the
costs of various technologies (such as energy storage)
mean that our energy system will look radically
diﬀerent in 2030. Governments must ensure that
the transition to renewables, storage and energy
management occurs in a way that is cost-eﬀective, fair
and beneﬁts consumers. This will require fundamental
changes to the way the electricity sector operates.
Major eﬀort will be required to drive sensible and
timely reforms. The governance system for energy in
Australia is not designed to facilitate rapid reforms,
particularly because major changes require the
support of multiple governments. Furthermore, there

is still considerable debate about what electricity
markets should look like in the future.

•

NSPs are monopolies but individual consumers,
generators and demand-side providers are
expected to negotiate with NSPs on the costs
for connection to the network or payments
for projects that reduce the need for network
expenditure. Governments should appoint an
individual (potentially within an existing market
body) to provide active oversight of interactions
between NSPs and third parties. This would include
gathering and reviewing information on the speed
of NSP negotiations on matters such as connection,
and the charges or payments resulting from
negotiations.

Nevertheless, there are a number of clear actions that
should be undertaken to improve eﬃciency, beneﬁt
consumers and reduce emissions. A full discussion
of energy market reform is outside the scope of this
document, and the following list sets out just a small
number of the reforms that are required.

Recommendations:
•

Implement fair and eﬃcient electricity tariﬀ
structures
Tariﬀ structures must be fair and encourage the
right balance of investment in energy supply,
networks and demand reduction, in order to
deliver lower bills to consumers. However, there
is very little guidance about what tariﬀs should
look like. The COAG Energy Council should set up
a national process, similar to CSIRO’s Future Grid,
to bring a wide range of consumers, suppliers and
NSPs together to develop ‘model tariﬀ structures’
that are fair to energy consumers and encourage
economically eﬃcient investment. These model
tariﬀ structure don’t need to be mandatory but
should guide tariﬀ design by NSPs and reduce
the duplication resulting from each NSP having to
consult from scratch with consumers.

•

Improve the economic eﬃciency of electricity
networks
The current regulatory framework for electricity
networks has resulted in overinvestment in
networks, high returns for NSPs and rapidly rising
energy bills. The rules and regulations of the energy
market need to ensure that NSPs plan, invest and
operate eﬃciently and are remunerated at an
appropriate level.

•

Ensure that Network Service Providers (NSPs)
invest in demand-side measures to reduce
expenditure
NSPs should invest in reducing demand when
it is cheaper than supply-side expenditure (e.g.
network augmentation). The network planning
process should require NSPs to report on overall
levels of demand-side management. NSPs should
be set targets for demand-side investment and
the Demand Management Incentive Scheme must
be a genuine incentive to reduce demand (e.g.
encouraging demand-side works when they can
reduce the cost of replacing ageing assets).

Establish independent oversight of NSPs’
interactions with consumers and other parties

•

Provide eﬀective incentives for demand
response
The most cost eﬀective way to provide capacity in
energy markets is to pay for a mix of generation
capacity and demand response (reducing demand
during periods of high system demand). To facilitate
this, the Australian Energy Market Commission
should introduce the Demand-Response
Mechanism into the NEM that it is currently
considering. Equally, the Western Australian
Government should halt its proposal to distort its
capacity market by providing much lower payments
for demand-response capacity than generation
capacity.

•

Trial new energy market structures in a
number of regional towns
Trying to change the NEM rules and regulations
incrementally will be extremely slow and
challenging. We recommend that governments
trial new business models in small regions, in
conjunction with regulators, communities, NSPs,
retailers, generators and other parties. The aim
would be to develop more economically eﬃcient
market structures that better suit new technologies
(e.g. PV, storage and mini-grids). Due to the higher
cost of supply in regional areas, trials in these
areas are likely to oﬀer substantial beneﬁts to
consumers. While some government funding would
be required to support innovation and de-risk these
trials for consumers, the aim would be to develop
economically eﬃcient market structures that do not
need government funding.
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4. Energy retailer obligations and energy eﬃciency funds
The structure of Australia’s energy markets
increases energy bills, by encouraging too much
expenditure on generation and networks and
discouraging investment to reduce demand. It
is essential to correct these distortions to keep
energy aﬀordable, but comprehensive energy
market reforms will take decades. Therefore,
several governments have partially corrected these
distortions by using mechanisms that sit alongside
the energy market.

Energy retailer obligations
Energy retailer obligations are often referred to as
‘energy eﬃciency certiﬁcate schemes’ and ‘energy
eﬃciency schemes’.
Australia has established wholesale markets and
electricity networks that allow aggregation of supplyside investment, but not demand-side investment. To
partially correct this, governments in NSW, Victoria,
South Australia and the ACT have introduced
obligations for retailers to fund energy eﬃciency
activities. These create small markets for aggregated
energy services. Governments specify how much
energy various actions will save (e.g. replacing
halogen down lights with LEDs), and retailers need to
show each year that they have funded a combination
of actions that meet their target.
The assessments of these programs show that the
beneﬁts of these schemes substantially outweigh
their costs. However, there is substantial opportunity
to deliver even greater beneﬁts through these
schemes by harmonising them, extending them to
jurisdictions such as Queensland and ensuring that
the administration is eﬃcient and ﬂexible.

Energy eﬃciency funds
Many jurisdictions place small surcharges on
electricity bills to pay for energy eﬃciency programs,
such as the NSW Climate Change Fund. The case
for establishing energy eﬃciency funds is very solid,
as consumers pay large regulated sums every year
to NSPs to deliver ‘capacity’. However, the distorted
incentives faced by NSPs mean that network
companies over-invest in ‘supply capacity’ (poles and
wires) and rarely fund ‘demand-side’ projects that can
often deliver the same ‘capacity’ at a much lower cost.
Energy eﬃciency funds attempt to partly oﬀset
this distortion by placing a very small charge on
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electricity bills that is allocated to programs that
reduce demand. These programs aim to deliver
much larger reductions in consumers’ electricity bills
than this charge. While energy retailer obligations
aim to deliver projects that directly reduce demand
(e.g. building retroﬁts), energy eﬃciency funds also
support projects such as business engagement,
training and development.
These mechanisms also signiﬁcantly increase funding
certainty for energy eﬃciency. The NSW Climate
Change Fund demonstrates that modest funding over
a long period can deliver much greater results than
larger funds over short periods of time.

Recommendations:
•

Establish energy eﬃciency funds in every
jurisdiction
Eﬀective energy eﬃciency programs will lower
all consumers’ bills, but these programs need to
be funded. Each jurisdiction should place a small
surcharge on electricity bills that are used to
fund agencies and programs that deliver energy
savings.

•

Strengthen and extend energy retailer
obligations (energy eﬃciency schemes)
Energy eﬃciency retailer obligations should be:
» Extended to Queensland, Western Australia,
Tasmania and the Northern Territory.
» Harmonised, potentially with a single body
tasked with developing methodologies and
registering products for all jurisdictions.
» Modiﬁed to encourage large energy users to
undertake eﬃciency.

5. Greenhouse gas reduction policies
Energy eﬃciency is one of the largest and cheapest
sources of greenhouse gas emission reductions, and
this has been conﬁrmed by multiple studies from
organisations such as the International Energy Agency
and ClimateWorks Australia.

outcomes. Most of the policies in this document should
be introduced even if Australia didn’t have targets to
reduce its emissions. However, Australia’s international
commitments to reduce its emissions mean that:
•

•

It is even more vital to introduce the energy
eﬃciency policies that should be introduced to
deliver outcomes such as consumer protection; and
Australia’s suite of policies to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions must drive energy eﬃciency. If our policy
response to climate change fails to drive energy
eﬃciency, the cost of meeting our targets will be
substantially higher.

The current designs of the coalition’s Emissions
Reduction Fund and Safeguard Mechanism, and the
ALP’s proposed Emissions Trading Scheme, will drive
limited energy eﬃciency. These policies need to be
reﬁned and accompanied by speciﬁc policies that drive
energy eﬃciency.

Recommendations:
•

Australia will need a suite of policies to address
climate change. While many of these policies will
not directly support energy eﬃciency (e.g. the
Renewable Energy Target), the suite of policies as
a whole should drive a cost-eﬀective balance of
energy supply and demand-reduction projects to
reduce emissions.

Figure 1. Abatement potential in Australia to 2030
Source: ClimateWorks Australia & WWF 2015 A prosperous, net-zero pollution Australia starts today.

In addition to directly reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, better energy management is also critical to
reduce the cost of the transition to clean energy, as it
can:
•

•

Move peaks in energy demand to coincide with
periods of peak supply from sources such as solar
PV and wind, improving grid stability and reducing
supply costs; and
Reduce the total volume of energy consumed, by
reducing the amount of investment required in
generation, energy storage and electricity networks.
This is particularly critical now, as Australia is
entering a major new phase of investment in
generation.

Ensure that Australia’s suite of climate change
policies drive energy eﬃciency

•

Align and integrate energy market and
climate change policies
The current lack of integration between climate
change and energy policy creates conﬂicting
incentives that raises the cost of both energy and
mitigation. Better aligning energy and climate
change policies will deliver lower costs and more
abatement.

Energy eﬃciency is a ‘no regrets’ measure to deliver
greenhouse gas abatement, as it saves money,
strengthens the economy and delivers social
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6. Minimum standards and labels for appliances and equipment
The Greenhouse and Energy Minimum Standards
(GEMS) program is jointly run by the Australian, New
Zealand, state and territory governments. The GEMS
program protects consumers from the ongoing
hidden costs of products through:
•

Recommendations:
•

The COAG Energy Council should endorse an
overall business case for appliance standards,
so that Regulatory Impact Statements (RIS) for
each new or updated standard don’t have to
re-prosecute the case for appliance standards.
The OBPR, or ideally another body, should run
streamlined RIS reviews for appliance standards,
focusing on pre-determined criteria to ensure that
standards deliver a net beneﬁt to the community.

Minimum standards for the energy eﬃciency of
goods such as fridges, televisions, air conditioners
and electric motors; and
Energy labels to help consumers identify the
eﬃciency of appliances.

•

GEMS is one of the biggest drivers of energy eﬃciency
in Australia, annually delivering around $1 billion in
avoided energy costs and cutting emissions by over
1.5 per cent. GEMS saves the average consumer
around $300 per year, and the estimated beneﬁt-cost
ratio is between 1.7 and 5.2 for the period 2014-2020.8

•

The 2015 NEPP commits to a prioritisation plan for
GEMS, but unless the approval process for new
standards is streamlined Australia will fall further
behind global standards.

8
9

Ensure the coverage and design of standards
is harmonised and up-to-date
Australia’s major trading partners have standards
for a wide range of products that are regularly
updated. In order to lower costs for industry and
ensure that standards remain eﬀective, the COAG
Energy Council should place a mandate on the
GEMS administrators and the OPBR to:
» Keep standards up to date and harmonise
them with leading economies.

However, the Oﬃce of Best Practice Regulation’s
(OPBR) inappropriate processes and the broader
deregulatory agenda have delayed the introduction
of new and updated standards, which are critical
to match the evolution of products. Delays in the
introduction of standards have signiﬁcant impacts
– the lack of appropriate air-conditioner standards
before 2009 contributed to the rapid growth in peak
electricity demand and rise in electricity prices.
A report by a consortium of consumer and welfare
groups in 2014 noted that GEMS has a low regulatory
burden, placing obligations on around 300 Australian
businesses, however providing beneﬁt to over
2 million businesses through lower energy bills.9 New
standards are often simply updating older standards,
and most local and global manufacturers support
GEMS because they already comply with higher
standards in other countries and GEMS prevents
poor-quality imports undermining them.

Streamline the approval process for new or
amended standards

»

•

Properly resource the development and
enforcement of Australia’s Greenhouse and
Energy Minimum Standards (GEMS)

•

Educate and incentivise appliance retailers to
inform consumers about ratings
Many consumers gather information and make
decisions about which appliances to purchase at
retail outlets. Educating appliance retailers about
appliance ratings and providing modest incentives
to sell more eﬃcient appliances would deliver
signiﬁcant beneﬁts to consumers.

DataBuild 2015 Greenhouse and Energy Minimum Standards (GEMS) review.
Alternative Technology Association 2014 The Future of GEMS – Recommendations from the Community Sector.
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Expand the number of products that are
covered by standards and labels, including
commercial and industrial equipment.

7. Minimum standards for new buildings and rebuilds
Improving the standard of buildings when they are
built or undergo major reﬁts is the cheapest and most
eﬀective way to ensure that these buildings are more
productive and avoids poor design being ‘locked-in’
for decades. Building standards are essential because
builders, sub-contractors and some developers face
strong incentives to cut corners in the construction
phase, while building occupants pay the long-term
costs of running a building. As energy eﬃciency is a
‘hidden’ feature of a building, almost all developed
countries have minimum standards to protect
consumers.
It is important to note that, while building standards
are critical for new buildings, other policies are needed
to improve the eﬃciency of existing buildings (see
sections 12, 13 and 14), and these represent the largest
opportunity for energy and greenhouse gas savings to
2030.

Design and level of standards
Minimum standards for new buildings and major
rebuilds are set out in the National Construction Code
(NCC), which is developed by the Australian Building
Codes Board on behalf of COAG. State and territory
governments put legislation in place to apply the NCC
within their jurisdictions and manage compliance with
the NCC alongside local governments.
Governments have agreed through the NEPP that
building standards should be raised in 2019 to deliver
more comfort and savings. Work should commence
immediately in order to tighten the NCC in 2019,
including:
•

•

Substantially raising standards for commercial
buildings (e.g. oﬃces and retail). Pitt&Sherry
estimate that these standards could be costeﬀectively raised to save between 58 and 68 per
cent more energy than current standards.10
Raising standards for residential buildings.
Pitt&Sherry estimate that residential standards
should be raised to 7 stars in most climate zones.

However, governments should also set a long-term
pathway to tighten standards over time to deliver
greater savings and more certainty to industry. The

10
11

Australian Sustainable Built Environment Council
(ASBEC) is developing an industry-led vision for
improving the standards for both residential and
commercial buildings. The Energy Eﬃciency Council
recommends that governments support the ASBEC
process.
There is also evidence that, while the current set of
building standards have been very eﬀective at reducing
winter energy use, they have been less eﬀective at
reducing summer energy use. More work should
be undertaken to identify ways to improve energy
eﬃciency in summer and hot climates. Exemptions
and variations between jurisdictions should also be
removed, such as the lower minimum standard for
apartment buildings in Queensland.
Finally, NSW is the only state to use an alternative
approach for residential buildings, called the Building
Sustainability Index (BASIX). While the NCC focuses on
design and building fabric (walls, insulation etc.), BASIX
also considers some appliances. As a result, BASIX
encourages more eﬃcient appliances, but also allows
the construction with less eﬃcient fabric. The Council
recommends that the NSW Government tighten the
BASIX standards for building fabric to bring them in
line with the NCC, and in the long-term governments
consider moving to a single national approach.

Compliance
Governments have agreed through the NEPP that
compliance with building standards should be
tightened. Recent research has found that compliance
is a major issue in all states and territories.11 When
builders do not comply with the NCC and BASIX,
subsequent owners and tenants are left with buildings
that are likely both less comfortable and have higher
running costs.
To date, compliance has focussed on design, rather
than the construction or operating performance
of buildings. Assessing the ‘as built’ compliance of
buildings is an important next step. While the actual
performance of buildings would ideally be measured,
this is more complex (particularly for residential
buildings) as performance often can’t be measured
until a building has been occupied for some time.

Pitt&Sherry 2012, Pathway to 2020 for increased stringency in New Building Energy Eﬃciency Standards: Beneﬁt Cost Analysis. Available for
download at http://www.industry.gov.au/Energy/Energy-information/Documents/pathwayto2020newbuildingenergyeﬃciencystandards.pdf
Pitt&Sherry 2014, National Energy Eﬃcient Building Project – Final Report November 2014, produced for the National Strategy on Energy
Eﬃciency. http://www.sa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_ﬁle/0004/135544/NEEBP-ﬁnal-report-November-2014.pdf
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Recommendations:
•

Set a pathway to raise minimum energy
eﬃciency standards over time
Energy eﬃciency standards in the NCC for
residential and commercial buildings should
be raised in 2019, and in subsequent revisions.
Governments should collaborate with ASBEC to
develop a long-term pathway for raising building
standards over time, which will provide more
certainty for industry and consumers and lower the
cost of meeting standards.

•

Tighten BASIX in NSW and move towards a
nationally consistent standards regime
BASIX should be updated to ensure that it has
stronger standards for building fabric. Over the
long term building standards in NSW and other
jurisdictions should be harmonised to create
national consistency.

•

Set higher standards for new buildings in
speciﬁed ‘innovation zones’
The Energy Eﬃciency Council supports national
harmonisation for building standards. However,
setting higher standards in speciﬁed ‘innovation
zones’, such as the Sydney Central Business
District, would encourage innovation and industry
development. Higher standards could be set using
mechanisms such as ‘commitment agreements’ to
achieve particular NABERS Energy ratings.

•

Improve compliance with the National
Construction Code (NCC)
State, territory and local governments must
work together to develop robust, independent
compliance processes for the NCC to protect
consumers.

•

Raise awareness about the beneﬁts of energy
eﬃcient buildings
Use targeted information campaigns and energy
eﬃciency disclosure schemes to increase
awareness among homeowners and commercial
building tenants about the value of more eﬃcient
buildings.
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8. Distributed generation, waste heat and district energy
Energy eﬃciency can be improved in the process of
generating and transmitting electricity and “thermal
energy” (heating and cooling). Most Australian coalﬁred generators convert less than 35 per cent of the
energy stored in the coal into electricity, with over 65
per cent of the energy in the coal lost as heat at the
power station. A further 10 per cent of the remaining
energy is typically lost in transmission and distribution,
and then even more is lost in ineﬃcient end-use
equipment.
Energy eﬃciency in electricity generation and thermal
energy can be improved by:
•

•

•

•

Increasing the proportion of energy that a
generator converts into electricity. Most distributed
generators, such as solar PV and gas-ﬁred
generators, either use ‘free’ fuel or are more
eﬃcient than Australia’s coal-ﬁred generators.
Locating generation closer to the point of use,
so that less energy is lost in transmission and
distribution. This can also reduce the need for
expenditure on poles and wires, lowering the cost
of electricity supply.
Using the thermal energy that generators normally
waste. A ‘cogeneration’ unit generates electricity
(typically through combustion of a fossil or
renewable fuel) and uses the waste heat to warm or
cool buildings or industrial processes. This can turn
more than 85 per cent of the energy in a fuel into a
useful service. Systems that generate both heating
and cooling are sometimes called ‘trigeneration’.
Developing district energy schemes that provide
heating and/or cooling to multiple sites using a
network of pipes. The economies of scale from
these systems can allow for much more energy
eﬃcient heating and cooling in the right situation.
These systems generally use cogeneration or gridsourced electricity to create hot and/or cold water.

District energy systems are very common in other
parts of the world. While colder climates improve the
economics of district heating systems, the main reason
that district energy and cogeneration aren’t common
in Australia is the design of our energy markets. Our
electricity markets were designed around a system that
largely consisted of large generators and transmission
and distribution networks. As such, the rules and
regulations of our market have created many barriers
to the uptake of distributed generation.

Barriers in the connection process
The process for connecting a site that has distributed
generation to the grid is run by NSPs, which are
regional monopolies whose income can be aﬀected
by the use of distributed generation. This process
can involve substantial delays, ad hoc processes
and inequitable mechanisms for apportioning any
necessary costs for augmenting the grid. While there
have recently been improvements to the rules, there is
still very little independent oversight of the connection
process.

Barriers in capturing the value of
distributed generation
Distributed generators create multiple forms of value
for their owners and other parties, but these values are
not reﬂected in price signals to generators.
Firstly, distributed generation creates energy that can
have a much higher real value at a speciﬁc time and
place. However, the current rules and practices of
our electricity sector, such as ‘postage-stamp pricing’
(which means a single price can apply to a large area),
eliminate these real variations in the value of electricity
at diﬀerent times and places.
Secondly, distributed generation can reduce the need
to augment networks, which reduces other energy
users’ energy bills. However, there is no transparent
system for working out how much beneﬁt (or cost) it
creates, and it is very hard for a distributed generator
to secure payments from a network to reﬂect the
services that they deliver to the grid.
Thirdly, those programs that provide payments
to reﬂect the value of cleaner energy and energy
eﬃciency rarely provide support to cogeneration
and district energy projects. In eﬀect, these types of
technology ‘fall between the cracks’ in Australia, as
they can operate across multiple sites and can be
characterised as both ‘eﬃciency’ and ‘generation’
projects.

Innovation and ﬁrst-mover
disadvantages
While distributed generation and district energy
technologies are well-established overseas, Australian
companies that wish to use them have to face much
higher ‘ﬁrst-mover’ costs. These include the costs of
overcoming regulatory complexities and the challenges
of operating in an immature market, such as gaps in
the knowledge and skills of both clients and industry
partners.
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Recommendations:
•

Reform the incentives and oversight of NSPs
It is critical to provide incentives to NSPs that
encourage them to act in consumers best interests
& to establish an independent party to oversee
issues such as network connection.

•

Reform charges and payments for network
connection, energy use and export
Currently, the charges and payments for energy
usage, network connection and export charges
are designed separately. However, the emergence
of distributed generators and ‘prosumers’ (sites
that both generate and consume energy) means
that it is essential that they are integrated.
Fully integrated tariﬀ reform will take well over
a decade, and so we recommend transitional
schemes to provide support for distributed
generation and district energy schemes.

•

Allow distributed generators to provide
exclusive electricity retail services
The current regulations that require that
consumers have a choice of energy retailer,
actually force consumers to pay monopoly grid
providers who can have a much bigger impact
on bills than retailers. In addition, as soon as
distributed generators export energy to the grid it
makes it very diﬃcult to capture the real time and
location-speciﬁc value of that energy. If we allow
distributed generators to act as exclusive retailers
and use parts of the grid as private-wire systems,
it will allow them to build up a value-stack that
reﬂects the full value of distributed generation
and deliver lower prices to consumers. These
reforms should be accompanied by new consumer
protections.

•

Ensure energy retailer obligations and
emission-reduction programs support nonrenewable distributed energy
While the Renewable Energy Target (RET) supports
renewable energy projects and energy retailer
obligations support energy eﬃciency projects,
there is currently no support for systems
like cogeneration that deliver both emission
reductions and electricity market beneﬁts. The
Energy Eﬃciency Council recommends that retailer
obligations and emission reduction policies should
support some types of non-renewable distributed
generation projects.
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•

Set up a fund to support the ﬁrst 3,000 MW of
district energy schemes in Australia
As noted above, there are signiﬁcant regulatory
and other barriers to early developers of district
energy schemes. The Council recommends a fund
to support the ﬁrst 3,000 MW of district energy
schemes in Australia.

9. Developing a globally competitive energy eﬃciency industry
Australia has the potential to be a regional hub for
specialised energy eﬃciency services and products. In
addition to supporting a wide range of energy-using
businesses to improve their competitiveness, this
would also create a major export opportunity and local
jobs in energy eﬃciency services and products.
The potential for investment and job creation is
enormous. The International Energy Agency and
HSBC both estimate that the global market for energy
eﬃciency products and services is around $470 billion
per year,12 and this market is growing rapidly. A recent
survey found that in California alone, over 321,000 jobs
involved energy eﬃciency work and employment in the
sector grew six per cent per annum in recent years.13
Investments in energy eﬃciency typically creates more
jobs than investments in traditional energy supply,
because they involve services and light manufacturing.
If Australia is going to seize this opportunity
governments will need to build up our local workforce
capability, innovate new technologies and business
models and make it easier to export local products and
services to the region.

Developing a regional market for
energy management
There are substantial diﬀerences between
countries’ markets for energy eﬃciency services and
products, which impedes the export of Australian
energy eﬃciency services and products. Greater
harmonisation in metrics, certiﬁcations, standards
and government programs would create a large, more
stable and competitive market and make it easier for
Australian companies to export to the region.
The Energy Eﬃciency Council recommends that the
Australian Government focus on harmonisation in the
Asia-Paciﬁc region, and alignment between this region
and Europe and the US. Key actions to promote trade
harmonisation could include:
•

•
•

Promote the International Performance
Measurement and Veriﬁcation Protocol in the AsiaPaciﬁc region.
Promote the NABERS Energy rating tool in the AsiaPaciﬁc region.
Harmonise training and certiﬁcation programs in
the region.

12 HSBC Global Research 2014 Sizing Energy Eﬃciency Investment.
13 Advanced Energy Economy Institute 2016 Advanced Energy Jobs in

•

Accelerate the harmonisation of Australian
appliance standards with major developed
economies (see Section 6).

Skills and training
Improving energy eﬃciency involves a variety of
decision-makers, including energy eﬃciency specialists,
trades and energy user site managers. While experts
(e.g. energy auditors) require deep skills in energy
eﬃciency, others only require speciﬁc information,
such as how to install certain technologies or engage
an energy eﬃciency specialist.
Programs that train and accredit energy eﬃciency
specialists are essential to develop an export
market and support domestic improvements in
energy productivity in all areas (including residential,
industrial and commercial buildings). The industry
is already taking action, and the Energy Eﬃciency
Council launched a comprehensive Energy Eﬃciency
Certiﬁcation Scheme to support retroﬁts in commercial
buildings in 2014. However, the upfront cost of
developing further training and accreditation programs
is major barrier for an emerging sector, and requires
government support.

Innovation
Major improvements in energy eﬃciency can be
delivered via existing technologies, and much of the
innovation that needs to occur is in business models
and integration between sectors such as energy
management, retail and property management.
However, research, development and demonstration
can unlock further opportunities for energy savings,
including the development of new technologies (e.g.
energy management software), demonstration of new
industrial eﬃciency technologies and integration of
demand-side programs and renewables in regional
grids. The Australian Government recently expanded
the scope of the Australian Renewable Energy Agency
(ARENA) and the Clean Energy Finance Corporation
to enable them to invest in the commercialisation
of energy eﬃciency technologies. However, there
are still signiﬁcant gaps in the support for research,
demonstration and development of energy eﬃciency
technologies.

California.
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Recommendations:
•

Foster a regional market for energy eﬃciency
services and products
Create speciﬁc trade agreements, promote
key Australian energy eﬃciency programs and
harmonise standards and certiﬁcations for energy
eﬃciency specialists in the Asia-Paciﬁc and beyond.

•

Allocate at least $80 million over four years to
training and certiﬁcation of tradespeople and
energy eﬃciency specialists
Funding should be allocated to speciﬁc projects
and scoping studies that identify priority areas
for training and certiﬁcation. Examples would
include training for electricians in new technologies
and certiﬁcation for experts that deliver energy
eﬃciency audits in line with the AS/NZS 3598 series.

•

Review and expand support for energy
eﬃciency innovation
The new Clean Energy Innovation Fund will provide
ﬁnance to support late-stage energy eﬃciency
commercialisation, but will not provide the grants
that are necessary to support early stage research
and demonstration. The Australian Government
should review the support that is currently
available for energy eﬃciency innovation, and ﬁll
in any identiﬁed gaps with new innovation support
programs.
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10. Finance for energy eﬃciency
Investments in energy eﬃciency can deliver solid
returns but require upfront capital. There are several
barriers that impede access to capital that include:
•

•

•

•

•

Energy market rules and regulations, which make it
relatively simple for large investors to fund energy
generation and network expansion but create
barriers and risks for demand-side investment.
Knowledge gaps in the ﬁnance sector, which
mean that ﬁnanciers can over-estimate the risks
associated with eﬃciency investments (inﬂating the
cost of capital) and/or fail to oﬀer tailored products
to support energy eﬃciency.
Knowledge gaps by potential investors (e.g.
energy users), which means that investors can
lack the skills to upgrade their eﬃciency, or do not
understand the beneﬁts suﬃciently to invest in
eﬃciency even if capital is available.
Misaligned and/or split incentives (e.g. landlords
invest in the eﬃciency of a property, but tenants
use the building and pay the energy bill) which
makes it hard to coordinate investment in energy
eﬃciency.
Rules that impede access to capital, such as the
limitation on government agencies that they can
only borrow funds from their respective treasuries.

Governments have introduced some programs
to address barriers to ﬁnance and/or use ﬁnance
programs to address other barriers. These include:
•

Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC), which
works with the ﬁnance sector to provide ﬁnancial
products to support energy eﬃciency (e.g. loans
to local governments to invest in eﬃciency). This
directly overcomes the lack of suitable ﬁnancial
products and gives the ﬁnance sector the skills it
needs to develop new ﬁnancial products. The CEFC
has also used its position to engage with energy
users and educate them about the beneﬁts of
energy eﬃciency.

•

Environmental Upgrade Agreement (EUA)
legislation in NSW, Victoria and South Australia
allows banks to loan funds to building owners for
energy eﬃciency upgrades, with repayments made
via local government charges. This allows building
owners to pass charges on to tenants, helping to
overcome the split incentive for energy eﬃciency.

•

NSW Government Resource Eﬃciency Policy
(GREP), which allows government agencies to
borrow funds from Treasury outside budget cycles
for energy eﬃciency upgrades that meet set
ﬁnancial criteria.

The details of ﬁnance programs are critical. The
German Government’s KfW bank loans have driven
substantial investment to improve the energy eﬃciency
of properties, whereas the UK’s Green Deal loan
scheme had very poor take-up.
The ﬁnance issue can also be looked at in an
alternative ways, such as ‘on-bill’ ﬁnancing, where
electricity retailers oﬀer to pay for energy eﬃciency
upgrades and energy users pay for the works through
electricity bills. This highlights an important point
- energy users may not always be the best-placed
investor for energy eﬃciency projects. For example,
third parties can aggregate projects to minimise
ﬁnancing costs and risk, and then recover their costs
from savings.
Utilities could be major investors in energy eﬃciency.
NSPs already invest in poles and wires on behalf
of consumers, allowing cheap ﬁnance and aligning
investment decisions with expertise in network
technology. NSPs are also well placed to invest in
reducing demand at certain times and locations,
given the need for coordination and the system
wide beneﬁts. However, in practice this is rare and
consumers are largely left to manage demand
themselves, creating a supply-side bias in the electricity
sector.

Recommendations:
•

Retain the Clean Energy Finance Corporation
(CEFC) and investigate expanding its role
The CEFC should be tasked to investigate whether
its role should be expanded to provide loans for
home improvements, based on the model used in
Germany by the KfW.

•

Commission a report into third parties
investing in energy management on behalf of
energy consumers
There is a general assumption that energy users or
site owners are the best-placed entities to invest
in energy management. However, in the same way
that NSPs are tasked to invest in electricity networks
on behalf of consumers, NSPs or other third parties
may be the best-placed entities to invest in some
forms of energy eﬃciency, particularly where
coordination is required across multiple sites. The
COAG Energy Council or an individual government
should commission a report on third-parties
investing in energy eﬃciency on behalf of energy
consumers.
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11. Governance
There are signiﬁcant problems in the governance of
energy eﬃciency policy in Australia. Responsibility for
energy eﬃciency is split between departments within
governments (e.g. between agencies responsible for
energy and environment issues), between various
levels of government and between various ministerial
forums and regulatory bodies. While governance
arrangements have improved in recent years, they are
still far from perfect.
These divisions of responsibility create challenges for
accountability, coordination, funding and delivery of
energy productivity improvements. These issues are
considered at some length in the Report of the Prime
Minister’s Task Group on Energy Eﬃciency, which
brought together experts from multiple government
agencies, the community and industry bodies.
Whilst it is critical for existing bodies, such as the
Australian Energy Market Commission (AEMC), to have
greater expertise in energy management issues, there
are currently no bodies that have an appropriately
wide remit to deliver a step-change in energy
eﬃciency. The energy eﬃciency of the economy is
impacted by multiple overlapping markets, including
markets for energy and buildings, and coordination
between these issues is critical. In recognition of these
challenges, jurisdictions such as New Zealand have
established semi-independent bodies that coordinate
and deliver energy eﬃciency policy.

Recommendations:
•

Establish a National Energy Efficiency and
Productivity Agency
A new agency should be established to administer
national programs for the COAG Energy Council,
such as GEMS and the energy eﬃciency provisions
of the NEPP.

•

Increase key institutions’ capability and
focus around energy efficiency
The AEMC and other key bodies have signiﬁcant
gaps in expertise around energy productivity. It
is critical to ensure that these organisations have
the terms of reference and capacity to focus on
these matters. As a priority, the Energy Eﬃciency
Council recommends that both the AEMC and
Australian Energy Regulator have one part-time
Commissioner appointed with a speciﬁc focus on
demand-side issues.
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Sector-speciﬁc
Policies
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12. Households and vulnerable consumers
Improving the eﬃciency of Australia’s dwellings
will not only reduce households’ energy bills, but
also improve their comfort and health. Numerous
studies have found a link between building quality,
thermal comfort and health, and a recent study
in the Lancet found that around 3,000 deaths
in Australia were linked to periods of hotter and
colder weather.14
Residential energy eﬃciency has improved in recent
years due to policies like minimum standards for
new homes and appliances. However, Australian
building standards are still relatively low by
international standards, and the existing building
stock is still very ineﬃcient.
Signiﬁcant barriers to energy eﬃciency in the
residential sector include:
•

Builders do not bear the long-term costs of
decisions that they make (energy and maintenance
cost), face incentives to ‘cut corners’ and many lack
critical skills.
The landlord-tenant relationship splits the control
and beneﬁts from improved energy eﬃciency.
Landlords have taken up relatively few free energy
eﬃciency measures oﬀered under government
programs, which indicates that incentives are much
less eﬀective in rental properties and regulatory
approaches are necessary.
Households have low awareness of energy
eﬃciency issues, limited information and are timepoor.
Vulnerable households face even greater
information barriers and limited access to capital to
invest in energy eﬃciency upgrades.

•

•

•

A number of cross-sectoral policies are critical to
support improvements in household eﬃciency,
including: energy market reform, energy retailer
obligations, minimum standards for appliances and
buildings, ﬁnance, and training for trades such as
builders, electricians, plumbers and refrigeration
mechanics.

14
15

Sector-speciﬁc recommendations:
•

Develop a national residential energy
efficiency disclosure scheme
Homebuyers and tenants in most states and
territories cannot compare how eﬃcient homes
are before they buy or lease them. This reduces
the incentive for builders and owners to make
buildings more eﬃcient. Introducing a scheme to
rate the eﬃciency of buildings would unlock the
power of the market, as those buyers and tenants
that are willing to pay more for eﬃcient homes
create an incentive for building upgrades.
There is a strong case for introducing residential
energy eﬃciency ratings. The ACT Government
requires energy eﬃciency ratings to be disclosed
when homes are sold, and research indicates
that homes that have higher ratings have higher
market values.15 Nationally, the eﬃciency of oﬃce
buildings has increased signiﬁcantly since the
introduction of voluntary NABERS Energy ratings
in 1998 and mandatory NABERS Energy ratings
for some buildings in 2010 under the Commercial
Building Disclosure program.
In 2009 COAG agreed to “Phase in mandatory
disclosure of residential building energy,
greenhouse and water performance at the time of
sale or lease, commencing with energy eﬃciency
by May 2011” under the National Strategy on
Energy Eﬃciency. This commitment has not
been delivered. However, Victoria is planning
to roll out a state-based voluntary Residential
Energy Eﬃciency Scorecard in 2016, and the NSW
Government is collaborating with industry and
research organisations through the ‘EnergyFit
Homes’ initiative to investigate the most eﬀective
way to give homeowners, buyers and tenants
information about the eﬃciency of buildings.
The Energy Eﬃciency Council recommends that
governments develop a framework for a national
residential energy eﬃciency disclosure scheme
to be launched in 2018, and test one or more
voluntary tools over the next two years.

Gasparrini A. et al 2015 ‘Mortality risk attributable to high and low ambient temperature: a multicountry observational study’,
The Lancet, Vol 386, No. 1991, p367-375.
Department of the Envionment, Water, Heritage and the Arts 2007, Modelling the Relationship of Energy Eﬃciency Attributes
to House Price: The case of detated chouses sold in the Australian Capital Territory in 2005 and 2006, a statistical consultancy
report, Australian Bureau of Statistics.observational study’, The Lancet, Vol 386, No. 1991, p367-375.
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•

Introduce minimum standards for rental
properties
In most jurisdictions tenants can already demand
certain repairs to homes, such as ﬁxing leaking
ceilings. However, tenants need to drive these
changes and in practice it can be challenging
for them to demand their rights without facing
the risk of eviction. The Energy Eﬃciency Council
recommends a more proactive approach, where
dwellings need to meet a set of health, safety and
energy eﬃciency criteria to be legally rented out.
Minimum standards should initially focus on basic
protections, and be tightened over time to bring all
rental properties up to acceptable standards.

•

•

Research and trial programs to improve the
efficiency of multi-dwelling buildings
There are signiﬁcant barriers to upgrading the
eﬃciency of multi-unit dwellings, including the need
for collective decisions for changes to common
areas. Developing energy eﬃciency ratings for
multi-unit dwellings would likely deliver beneﬁts, but
small-scale programs, such as the City of Sydney’s
‘Smart Green Apartments’ program, are essential
to identify the best way to upgrade multi-unit
dwellings.

Upgrade public and community housing
Governments should upgrade the energy eﬃciency
of public and community housing to provide
healthy, safe and aﬀordable homes to vulnerable
people.

•

Expand and review partnership programs to
support vulnerable households
A number of organisations are currently delivering
programs to support vulnerable households.
Funding for these types of programs should be
expanded and the impacts of these programs
should be evaluated, in order to gradually
improve their eﬀectiveness. Programs to support
vulnerable households should be delivered through
partnerships between local governments, state
governments, welfare organisations and energy
retailers that have existing links to low-income
families and can deliver programs to those that are
most in need.

•

Research and trial programs to encourage
energy efficient building renovations
While energy retailer obligations have been eﬀective
at improving the eﬃciency of home appliances, it
has proven more challenging to improve the fabric
of existing buildings. Governments should research
and trial programs to complement energy retailer
obligations and support upgrades to existing
buildings.
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13. Government operations
Improving the eﬃciency of government operations
(facilities, vehicles, streetlights and other infrastructure)
is critical to deliver:
•

Major budget savings from reduced energy and
maintenance costs. In 2014 the former Victorian
Greener Government Building (GGB) program was on
track to save the Victorian Government over $2 billion
over 25 years, with a Net Present Value of $400 million.

•

Improvements to public facilities such as schools and
hospitals.

•

Jobs, investment and industry development, as
governments are large buyers and give the energy
eﬃciency industry the conﬁdence they need to invest
in hiring and training staﬀ.

•

Reduced greenhouse gas emissions.

•

Leadership to the community.

While the case for investment in government eﬃciency is
strong, most government programs to drive eﬃciency have
only delivered limited results, because they have allocated
insuﬃcient funds and relied on uncoordinated eﬀorts by
agencies and individuals that often lack key skills. Eﬀective
facility eﬃciency programs, like the NSW Government
Resource Eﬃciency Program (GREP) involve:
•

A whole-of-government process, with Cabinet
considering whole-of-government beneﬁts, which
are larger than the beneﬁts that accrue to individual
agencies. A whole-of- government process also reduces
the need for each agency to spend considerable
resources developing their own processes.

•

A ﬁnance mechanism. Agencies need access to funds
to pay for works, but are generally only allowed
to borrow funds from Treasury. Requiring each
energy eﬃciency project to go separately through a
budget process increases administrative costs and
creates delays that undermine eﬃciency upgrades.
Governments should set up a system that preapproves funding for energy eﬃciency projects outside
the budget cycle, as long as the projects meet speciﬁed
ﬁnancial criteria. In eﬀect, this process rolls up a large
number of energy eﬃciency projects into a single
budget bid, so that Cabinet can consider the merits of
one bid rather than multiple small bids.

•

A facilitation unit to help agencies tender for energy
eﬃciency services, as engaging and managing experts
requires speciﬁc knowledge and skills.

•

A mandate on agencies to identify energy saving
opportunities in their buildings and invest in projects
that meet pre-determined ﬁnancial criteria (e.g. an
Internal Rate of Return over 11 per cent). The incentive
across government to invest in eﬃciency upgrades
is much stronger than the incentive for individual
agencies, as agencies focus on their key indicators and
treasuries typically recoups recurrent savings.
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The eﬃciency of government appliances and vehicles can
be much more easily improved as they are replaced over
short periods of time. Governments should introduce clear
guidelines to ensure that they purchase eﬃcient vehicles
and equipment when they are replaced.

Sector-speciﬁc recommendations:
•

Establish programs to upgrade government
facilities in all jurisdictions, like the NSW
Government Resource Eﬃciency Policy
Eﬀective programs to improve the eﬃciency of
government facilities require both loans to agencies
to fund facility upgrades and mandates on agencies
to identify energy savings. Governments should
introduce programs based on the Government
Property Group & EEC’s Guidance Paper: Integrating
Energy Eﬃciency Retroﬁts and Energy Performance
Contracting.

•

Establish facilitation teams in local government
peak bodies to help local governments engage
and manage the experts that can upgrade their
facilities
Local governments can borrow funds for energy
eﬃciency programs from both the private sector
and organisations like the Clean Energy Finance
Corporation. However, with the exception of
some capital city councils, most local governments
lack the expertise to engage and manage energy
eﬃciency experts. The Australian, state and territory
governments should jointly fund skilled facilitation
teams based in local government peak bodies. These
facilitation teams would assist local governments to
engage and manage experts to upgrade facilities.

•

Establish requirements for procuring energy
eﬃcient vehicles and equipment in all
jurisdictions
Procurement rules that encourage the purchase of
energy eﬃciency vehicles and equipment will deliver
reductions in governments’ expenditure on fuel, gas
and electricity and catalyse local markets for energy
eﬃciency products.

•

Implement a national plan to upgrade
streetlights
In most parts of Australia, electricity NSPs operate
streetlights on behalf of state, territory and local
governments. However, NSPs do not have strong
incentives to improve the energy eﬃciency of
streetlights. Governments need to urgently
implement a national plan to address the barriers
to cost-eﬀective upgrades to streetlights.

14. Commercial buildings
The commercial building sector includes oﬃce,
retail, accommodation, education, health, industrial
and municipal buildings. Commercial buildings are
responsible for around 11 per cent of Australia’s
greenhouse gas emissions.16 Emissions largely
come from electricity, which is used mainly for
heating (44 per cent), lighting (24 per cent) and
equipment and appliances (18 per cent).17
Research shows that improving the energy
eﬃciency of commercial buildings delivers
multiple beneﬁts. For example, upgrading oﬃces
doesn’t just lower energy bills – it also improves
staﬀ comfort, reduces sick-leave, improves staﬀ
retention, increases typing speeds and improves
overall staﬀ productivity by 1 to 5 per cent. The
Commercial Building Disclosure program upgraded
just a fraction of Australia’s building stock over
four years but delivered an estimated $168 million
in improved oﬃce staﬀ productivity.18 Workers,
tenants and building owners all beneﬁt from
building upgrades.
However, there are signiﬁcant barriers to upgrading
commercial buildings, including:
•

Low demand for energy eﬃciency among many
non-premium tenants due to low awareness of
the beneﬁts to staﬀ comfort and productivity.

•

The landlord-tenant relationship splits the
control and beneﬁts from improved energy
eﬃciency.

•

A complex mix of ownership structures, which
can limit the incentive for eﬃciency upgrades
and make it diﬃcult to undertake decisions
about retroﬁts.

•

Skill and incentive issues in the construction
and building management industry (e.g. the
substitution of materials in construction can
aﬀect building eﬃciency).

There are signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the
oﬃce, retail and accommodation sectors, and we
recommend that the COAG Energy Council fund
the development of separate plans to improve
the eﬃciency of each of these sectors. There are
also signiﬁcant diﬀerences within each sector.
While the premium grade oﬃce sector in Australia
has excellent capabilities and is already a global
leader in building eﬃciency, the majority of oﬃce

owners require support and some will only improve
their buildings if minimum standards for existing
buildings are introduced to protect tenants.
A number of cross-sectoral policies are critical to
improve the eﬃciency of commercial buildings,
including: energy market reform, energy retailer
obligations, minimum standards for appliances and
buildings, and training for trades and experts.

Sector-speciﬁc recommendations:
•

Transform oﬃces by investing at least
$10 million a year for ten years through
the Council of Australian Governments
(COAG) to engage building owners, provide
incentives for building upgrades and develop
minimum standards for rental oﬃces
There is suﬃcient knowledge of the oﬃce sector
to start developing a Ten-year Action Plan to
transform the eﬃciency of the oﬃce sector.
This Plan would fund targeted research, policy
development and policy trials, including:
»

Engagement programs for the mid-tier
oﬃce sector. The EEC and Property Council
of Australia are currently in the ﬁrst stage
of developing a program that would help
local governments and other parties engage
and support key parties, including building
owners and tenants.

»

Transitional incentives / levies to be
introduced in 2016-18, potentially based on
council environmental charges (e.g. buildings
with a NABERS energy rating of 4 stars and
above are charged lower Council levies).

»

Minimum lease standards to be
introduced in 2020 to support consumer
protection and worker productivity. The
structure of these standards would need to
be developed and rigorously tested before
introduction, but could potentially stipulate a
minimum NABERS Energy rating (e.g. 3 stars)
for any building that is leased out.

16

ASBEC and ClimateWorks 2016 Low Carbon, High Performance.
Department of Climate Change and Energy Eﬃciency 2012 Baseline Energy Consumption and
Greenhouse Gas Emissions In Commercial Buildings in Australia Part 1.
18 ACIL Allan 2015 Program Review: Commercial Building Disclosure. Report to Department of
Industry and Science.
17
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This approach will ensure a gradual transition in the
market and provide clear signals to the property
sector. This staged approach can be represented as a
diﬀusion curve:

Early Adopters (<2016)
Clear price signals,
innovation support

•

Majority (2016-20)
Price signals, support and
transitional incentives

Laggards
(2020 onwards)
Minimum standards

Carry out research to develop ‘Ten-year Action
Plans’ for other key building types, including
retail and accommodation
Further research is required before detailed plans
can be developed to transform sectors such as
retail and accommodation. Governments should
allocate funding to improve understanding of
these sectors and the policies that are required to
support change in these sectors.

•

Leverage government ownership and tenancy
to improve building eﬃciency
Governments own and occupy a large proportion of
the commercial buildings in Australia, and are in a
position to catalyse signiﬁcant change in this sector.
These issues are discussed in Section 13.

•

Enhance energy eﬃciency rating and
disclosure programs
The NABERS program and Commercial Building
Disclosure (CBD) program have delivered signiﬁcant
improvements in energy eﬃciency. These two
programs should continue to be reﬁned, expanded
and exported to other countries.
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15. Manufacturing
Manufacturers are energy intensive, even small
sites, and collectively they account for 25 per cent
of ﬁnal energy use in Australia.19 Recent rises in
gas and electricity prices have aﬀected Australian
manufacturers’ international competitiveness,
making it critical to tap into the major opportunities
they have to improve their energy productivity.
Many manufacturers use large quantities of gas,
and have been seriously aﬀected by the recent
increases wholesale gas prices. This price rise has
been largely caused by linkage of our gas markets
to international gas markets, and it’s unlikely
that gas will return to historical prices of under
$4 per Gigajoule. While most homes and oﬃces
can respond to rising gas prices by switching to
other forms of energy for services like heating and
cooking, some manufacturers are dependent on
gas, and their only option for reducing their gas bill
is improved eﬃciency.
Manufacturers are also very sensitive to electricity
prices and tariﬀ structures, and have been
impacted by recent rises in electricity prices and
network charges. Large manufacturers can also
provide signiﬁcant value to electricity markets
through on-site generation and ‘demand-response’
(reducing demand during periods of peak
demand), which can reduce the need for network
augmentation and peak energy supply, reducing
energy bills for other consumers.
Site-speciﬁc energy assessments and ongoing
energy management are both essential and costeﬀective for manufacturers, as energy-using
processes vary signiﬁcantly between sites and the
size of energy savings dwarf the costs of sitespeciﬁc approaches. Furthermore, a well-conducted
site assessment will typically identify many other
forms of productivity improvement, such as
reductions in production bottlenecks and improved
materials eﬃciency.
However, there are signiﬁcant barriers that prevent
energy productivity improvements, including:
•

19
20

Energy market rules, regulations and tariﬀ
structures that don’t encourage energy
management. In particular, many sound
investments in energy management have been
prevented by uncertainty about future tariﬀ
structures and the lack of price-signals for
demand-response.

•

Many staﬀ lack expertise in energy eﬃciency, are
time poor, focused on other issues and diﬃcult
to engage.

•

The contractors and consultants that businesses
engage for much of their technical work often
lack expertise in energy eﬃciency.

•

Many manufacturers lack the structures
and processes they need to drive energy
eﬃciency. For example, while site managers
typically make decisions that aﬀect energy use,
procurement departments often pay energy
bills, creating an internal split-incentive. A study
in 2013 found that staﬀ in over 70 per cent
percent of participants in the Energy Eﬃciency
Opportunities program (see below) didn’t have
access to critical information about the energy
used in routine operations.20

There is strong global evidence that even large
energy users need support to undertake energy
eﬃciency. In Australia the need for support is
substantially greater, as low energy prices over a
twenty-year period lead to a signiﬁcant reduction in
energy management capabilities in industry, making
it hard to adjust to the recent rapid rises in energy
prices.
However, there are currently very few programs
in Australia that support the manufacturing sector
to improve its energy eﬃciency. While there are
business-support programs in NSW, Victoria and
ACT, these are generally modest in size.
A number of cross-sectoral policies are critical to
support improvements in manufacturing eﬃciency,
including: energy market reform, energy retailer
obligations and minimum standards for equipment
such as motors.

Sector-speciﬁc recommendations:
•

Introduce a ‘modernising manufacturing’
program to link companies to experts that can
help them develop and implement multifactor
productivity upgrades
Many manufacturers make eﬀorts to optimise
their operations, but gaps in knowledge mean
that many hold oﬀ on major capital investments,
resulting in the use of outdated equipment,
production bottlenecks and ineﬃcient use of staﬀ,
raw materials and energy.

Department of Industry and Science (2015) Australian Energy Statistics, Table E.
ACIL-Tasman 2013 Energy Eﬃciency Opportunities Program Review, Prepared for the
Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism, Canberra.
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The EEC recommends that the Australian
Government develop a ‘Modernising Manufacturing’
program that links manufacturers with experts that
can help them to develop and implement major
site upgrades. Critically, this program would not just
focus on energy productivity, but on upgrades that
deliver multiple beneﬁts, including energy eﬃciency,
materials eﬃciency, automation and the industrial
internet.
This program should be designed over a 6 to
12 month period, based on the extensive global
literature on this topic and consultation with key
stakeholders.
•

Introduce a National Energy Productivity Program
for large energy users
The Energy Eﬃciency Opportunities (EEO) program,
which ran from 2006 to 2014, required Australia’s
largest energy users (around 220 companies) to
follow energy management protocols, such as
regular energy assessments and reporting major
energy saving opportunities to the board. The EEO
program helped identify over $1 billion in annual
energy savings, but was closed in 2014, despite
ACIL Allan estimating that the program would have
delivered $178 million per annum in net beneﬁts if
it had been continued.21
The Australian Government should develop a
new streamlined program that builds on the
best features of the EEO program, but makes key
changes that reduce compliance costs. In particular,
large users that can demonstrate excellence in
energy management should be exempted from the
program.
If the Australian Government is unwilling to
develop a national program, then state and
territory governments should develop programs
to replace the state-based programs (such as the
Victorian Environment and Resource Eﬃciency
Plans program) that were closed in 2013 to reduce
duplication with the EEO.
While the Council supports the development of
a voluntary ‘energy eﬃciency challenge’ program
to showcase leading companies, a mandatory
program is still necessary to provide all major
energy users with the basic processes that they
need to manage energy use.

21

ACIL-Tasman 2013 Energy Eﬃciency Opportunities Program Review, Prepared for the
Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism, Canberra.
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•

Encourage the installation of sub-metering
While metering is necessary to identify valuable
energy saving opportunities, businesses typically
can’t see the beneﬁts of metering until after it
has been installed. The EEC recommends the
development of a national program to overcome
this barrier and encourage the installation of submetering, which would include incentives and
outreach.

16. Mining and resources
The resource sector, which includes mining and
oil and gas extraction, collectively accounts for
13 per cent of Australia’s ﬁnal energy use.22 The
mining sector has reported potential energy
saving opportunities through the EEO program
that would deliver savings of over $650 million a
year.23 Improving the energy productivity of this
sector will not only improve their international
competitiveness, but can also deliver signiﬁcant
beneﬁts to other energy consumers through the
wider beneﬁts of on-site generation and demandresponse.
Individual resource sites can have very large energy
saving opportunities, because they consume large
quantities of energy. One Australian oil and gas
producer has undertaken projects that deliver over
4 Petajoules of energy savings every year – enough
to power more than 100,000 households. Individual
energy eﬃciency projects in the mining sector
also often have substantial value, because of the
potential size of energy savings, the cost of fuels
such as diesel and the costs of fuel transport and
grid connection in remote locations.
While many resource companies have invested in
projects to boost energy productivity, many have
still not implemented what appear to be ﬁnancially
attractive energy saving opportunities. This is partly
due to the nature of the resource sector, which
faces high costs for staﬀ time and any downtime in
production, and business cycles that lead to a focus
on increased production during boom periods and
reluctance to invest during downturns.

the exception of targeted grants for areas such as
metering and sub-metering.
The technical conservatism of the Australian
resources sector also means that investment
in large-scale trials of new technologies and
dissemination of information on best-practice
and benchmarking would be of value. However,
the most critical policy approach for this sector
would be the reintroduction of a mandatory
energy management program, investment in
upskilling energy managers and potentially industry
agreements for energy saving targets.

Sector-speciﬁc recommendations:
•

Develop sectoral energy-saving targets
In several countries (e.g. Denmark) governments
have worked with industry to jointly agree to
energy productivity improvement targets. The
Australian Government should look at these
approaches and consider setting industry-agreed
targets.

•

Develop a new National Energy Productivity
Program for large energy users (see Section 15)

•

Encourage the installation of sub-metering
(see Section 15)

However, the lack of investment in identifying and
implementing energy savings by many companies
also reﬂects key skill-gaps, organisational structures
and cultural norms, which have been slow to shift
in response to rising energy costs and the ﬁnancial
and social imperatives to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.
There are a number of policies that would help to
unlock these opportunities. Firstly, the resource
sector is sensitive to energy prices and energy
market rules, which means that energy market
reforms will be critical for this sector. However,
the fact that many opportunities to deliver energy
productivity improvements already have a good
payback means that incentives to encourage
projects in this sector are generally unsuitable, with

22
23

Source: Department of Industry and Science 2015, Australian Energy Statistics, Table H.
ClimateWorks Australia 2013, Industrial Energy Eﬃciency Data Analysis Project, Mining,
ClimateWorks, Melbourne.
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17. Small to Medium Enterprises
Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are deﬁned
as businesses with less than 200 employees. The
SME category includes a wide variety of businesses,
including oﬃce-based companies, manufacturers
and restaurants. Very diﬀerent approaches will
be required to improve the energy productivity
of diﬀerent types of SME. Oﬃce-based and retail
SMEs should be addressed through approaches
that are suited to those categories of building, and
manufacturing SMEs should be supported in a
similar way to larger manufacturers.
Non-manufacturing SMEs face a number of barriers,
such as:
•

Staﬀ lack expertise in energy eﬃciency, are time
poor, focused on other issues and diﬃcult to
engage.

•

Energy savings are large across a whole sector
but modest at individual sites. This means that a
completely site-by-site approach would be less
cost-eﬀective than identifying common types of
equipment and energy saving opportunities that
could be rolled out across sectors.

•

Electricity tariﬀ structures that do not encourage
energy savings. Several NSPs have recently
signiﬁcantly increased ﬁxed charges for SMEs,
which reduces the opportunities for SMEs to
lower the energy bills through improved energy
eﬃciency.

A number of cross-sectoral policies are critical to
support improvements in SME eﬃciency, including:
energy market reform, energy retailer obligations
and improving and extending the coverage of
standards for equipment and appliances. Programs
that link SMEs with energy eﬃciency experts,
such as energy retailer obligations, will be critical.
However, this should be accompanied by a sectoral
approach to energy-intensive SMEs.

Sector-speciﬁc recommendations:
•

Establish sector-speciﬁc Small to Medium
Enterprise (SME) engagement and upgrade
programs
The EEC recommends that governments work with
industry associations to develop sector-speciﬁc
SME programs that identify and roll-out suitable
upgrades to common energy-intensive equipment.
Given limited resources, the Council recommends
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that governments focus on a small number of
energy-intensive sectors, such as laundries and
bakeries.
Signiﬁcant design work needs to be undertaken
to ensure that these programs are eﬀective. The
EEC recommends that the program would need to
have a 12-month design period, and then run until
at least 2020 to ensure deep engagement.

18. Transport
Transport is Australia’s largest energy user,
accounting for 39 per cent of ﬁnal demand. There
are major opportunities to improve the eﬃciency
of Australia’s transport systems. Taking up these
opportunities would save homes and businesses
millions of dollars, improve the quality of urban
space and reduce the health and amenity impacts
of local air pollution.
While the size of the Australian landmass
contributes to our high per capita transport
emissions, particularly in trucking and aviation,
Australia is actually one of the most urbanised
countries in the world. The vast majority of
Australians live and work in cities, and the
structure of our cities and our transport systems
encourage long distance intra-urban car travel.
Urban structure and transport systems impact on
household budgets, health and urban amenity.
Improving urban design and encouraging greater
use of public transport, walking and cycling would
deliver substantial beneﬁts in improved health,
urban landscape and reduced emissions.
Australia is also one of the few developed countries
that doesn’t have fuel-eﬃciency standards for light
vehicles, and as a result we have one of the least
fuel-eﬃcient light vehicle ﬂeets in the developed
world. The lack of fuel-eﬃciency standards raises
the cost of travel for homes and businesses, and
introduction of standards would likely have the
greatest impact in the next ten years in improving
transport fuel eﬃciency.
Finally, electric vehicles are likely to enter the
market in reasonable volumes in the next
decade. This would have signiﬁcant beneﬁts in
terms of improved air quality, reduced emissions
and improved electricity demand proﬁle. While
Australia’s actions may not have a signiﬁcant impact
on the global development of electric vehicles, we
will need to take action to facilitate cost-eﬀective
uptake of electric vehicles in Australia.

•

Commit to purchasing a mix of eﬃcient and
electric vehicles for government ﬂeets in all
jurisdictions
Most government vehicle ﬂeets are relatively
fuel-ineﬃcient, and include high numbers of large
6-cylinder vehicles. Purchasing a wider range of
vehicles will deliver signiﬁcant fuel and budget
savings. Governments should also purchase
a small number of electric vehicles in order to
catalyse wider market transformation.

•

Commission a report on preparing Australia
for the shift to electric vehicles
Over the next two decades there is likely to be a
global shift to electric vehicles. In order to adapt
to this transformation in a cost-eﬀective way,
Australia may need to upgrade our transport
networks, energy markets and standards. The
EEC recommends that the Australian Government
conduct a review on the actions that are required
to prepare Australia for this transformation.

•

Commission a report on the costs and
beneﬁts of improved urban planning and
mode shift
Changes in urban structure and the provision
of better walking, cycling and public transport
infrastructure would likely deliver multiple
beneﬁts to the community and economy. The EEC
recommends that COAG commission a review into
these issues and that the Australian, state and
territory governments review their infrastructure
funding priorities based on the outcomes of this
review.

Sector-speciﬁc recommendations:
•

Develop fuel eﬃciency standards for light
vehicles
Australia is currently one of the few industrialised
nations without fuel eﬃciency standards for light
vehicles. Introducing standards would deliver
major savings to households and businesses and
deliver signiﬁcant emissions reductions.
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To download additional copies of the
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03 8327 8422
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